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Abstract
One-dimensional semiconductors with wurtzite structure, such as GaN, ZnO and CdS nano/microwires, exhibit superior semiconductor, piezoelectric and mechanical properties, making them excellent candidates for novel electronic, opto-electronic devices and integrated systems. More importantly, the coupling between piezoelectric polarization and semiconductor properties (including electric transport and photoexcitation) gives rise to unique and unprecedented physical characteristics and has led to emerging fields of piezotronics and piezo-phototronics. On the basis of the extensive studies in c-axis semiconductor nano/microwires, piezotronics and piezo-phototronics based on a-axis nano/microwires have further been explored and demonstrated recently. We review both the fundamental progresses and developed applications of piezotronics and piezo-phototronics based on a-axis nano/microwires, which further improve the theoretical framework and expand the practical applications of piezotronics and piezo-phototronics in functional nanodevices and nanosystems.
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1. Introduction

Piezoelectricity is a well-known phenomenon that involves a polarization potential under mechanical deformation (squeezing, twisting, stretching, compression or bending) in certain materials without inversion symmetry [1–3]. Over the past several decades, this effect has been deeply investigated based on bulk materials, planar structures and nanostructures for various functional applications, such as sensors [4, 5], actuators [6, 7], switches [8, 9], integrated microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) [10] and energy harvesters [11, 12]. The most common semiconductor materials with piezoelectricity, such as quartz, Pb(Zr, Ti1−x)O3 (PZT) and poly(vinylidene fluoride) (PVDF), are almost electric insulators with few free carriers, and, thus, less useful for functional electronics and building blocks/components [13]. In piezoelectric semiconductor materials, mechanical-deformation-induced piezoelectric polarization and corresponding piezoelectric polarization charges (piezo-charges), can effectively tune/control the distribution and transport properties of the charge carriers in the semiconductors; this is the piezotronic effect [14–16]. The piezo-phototronic effect [14, 15] is a three-way coupling effect among piezoelectric polarization potential (piezo-potential), semiconducting properties and photoexcitation. Optoelectronic processes of charge carriers within semiconductors, such as generation, transport, separation and
recombination, can be controlled/tuned by introducing piezo-charges created and presented at the local interface.

Low dimensional wurtzite-structured piezoelectric semiconductors, such as ZnO and GaN nano/microwires, have attracted considerable attention in electronics, optoelectronics and integrated circuits owing to the co-existence of semiconductor, piezoelectric and superior mechanical properties. The preferential polar growth direction of one-dimensional (1D) wurtzite semiconductors are typically along c-axis caused by the instability and high surface activities of the polar (0001) plane [17]. The piezotronics and piezo-phototronics based on c-axis nano/microwires have been extensively explored for a wide range of applications in strain-gated transistors [18], logical computations [19], optimizing the performances of chemical/bio-/photosensors [20, 21], improving the efficiency of light emitting diodes [22, 23], solar cells [24], etc. On the basis of these achievements, piezotronics and piezo-phototronics in nonpolar a-axis semiconductor nano/microwires are further developed recently, considering the generation and distribution of piezopotential and piezo-charges are closely related to crystallography, such as crystal orientation. This review outlines the fundamental principles, recent progress and promising future applications of the piezotronics and piezo-phototronics based on a-axis nano/microwires.

2. Basics of piezotronics and piezo-phototronics

2.1. Piezoelectric polarization and piezopotential

Owing to non-center symmetric crystal structure of the wurtzite semiconductors (ZnO, GaN, InN, and CdS), piezoelectric polarization is created within the crystal along certain orientations once upon a static mechanical straining. For example, from a microscopic point of view, hexagonal structured ZnO has anisotropic properties in the directions along and perpendicular to the c-axis [25]. The Zn$^{2+}$ cations and the O$^{2-}$ anions in a unit cell are tetrahedrally coordinated, and the centers of positive charges and negative charges overlap with each other under equilibrium. Once an external stress is applied to ZnO along its c-axis, a relative displacement between the center of cations and anions occurs. As a result of the Zn$^{2+}$ cations and the O$^{2-}$ anions sitting off-center inside the crystal, the unit cell is effectively turned into an electric dipole moment (figure 1(a)). In a macroscopic crystal, the piezo-potential is created along the straining direction (figure 1(b)) because of the constructive add-up of the electric dipole moments in each unit cell that comprises the crystal structure [26, 27]. Therefore, the piezo-charges are induced and presented at the vicinity of the +c and −c end of the crystal. The generated piezo-potential/charges allow the redistribution and/or transport-behavior modulation of the free carriers inside the crystal. Thus, the electric and/or optoelectronic processes/behaviors will then be controlled/tuned across the local contact, which gives rise to the new field of piezotronics and piezo-phototronics [28] (figure 2).

3. Piezotronics and piezo-phototronics

3.1. The piezotronic effect on M–S and p–n junctions

The origins and fundamental principles of the piezotronics and piezo-phototronics can be traced back to 2007, which were discovered and conceived by Wang [29]. Owing to the coupling between semiconductor and piezoelectric properties, the piezo-potential is induced by external strain within the piezoelectric semiconductor along its polar direction, and the piezo-charges are created and presented at the surfaces of semiconductor or at the local interface formed with other materials [30, 31]. By utilizing the piezo-charges to redistribute the charge carriers inside the semiconductor and modulate the energy band at local contact or junction, the transport behavior/electric process of the free carriers can be modulated/tuned, which is referred to as the piezotronic effect. Further, the piezo-phototronic effect is introduced as a three-way coupling between piezo-potential, semiconductor properties and photoexcitation by applying piezo-charges at the vicinity of the local interface to modulate the optoelectric processes of charge carriers, such as generation, separation, transport and recombination, within the piezoelectric semiconductors [32–38]. These two emerging effects, in the past several years, have attracted tremendous interest worldwide and been demonstrated in many semiconductors fundamentally and also been explored for various applications in functional devices.

A Schottky barrier between a metal electrode and semiconductor (M–S) is formed as a result of the difference between the metal–vacuum work function and the semiconductor–vacuum electron affinity [39]. The piezo-charges presented at the vicinity of the semiconductor side have a significant influence on the Schottky barrier height (SBH) [26, 27, 40, 41]. If the c-axis of the semiconductor points to the metal electrode, upon compressive strain, the negative piezo-charges are created at the semiconductor side contacting with the metal (upper panel, figure 3(a)). The non-mobile negative piezo-charges repel the majority (i.e. electrons here) in semiconductor and widen the depletion region at this side, thus increasing the local SBH. Alternatively, the local interface of the semiconductor becomes less depleted by the tensile-strain-induced positive piezo-charges, resulting in a lower SBH (upper panel, figure 3(a)). Therefore, external-strain-induced piezo-potential and piezo-charges can effectively modulate the electric transport behaviors of the M–S Schottky contact.

As one of the most common components for optoelectronic applications, if a p–n junction is composed of piezoelectric semiconductor, the ionized charges in depletion region of the p–n junction can effectively couple with the piezo-charges [22, 42, 43]. As a result, the properties of the
Depletion region (the potential barrier height and energy band profile) are significantly influenced. In the case of a p–n homojunction with an n-type piezoelectric semiconductor, the piezo-charges are produced at the side of n-type semiconductor under external straining. The induced piezo-charges can affect the depletion region width and local band alignment at the junction region, and modulate the redistribution of the charge carriers and corresponding electric transport behavior in the p–n junction. If the +c direction of the n-type semiconductor points to the p-type component, the negative piezo-charges induced by compressive strain can attract majority holes within p-type semiconductor and repel free electrons in n-type region, giving rise to the modulated depletion region of the p–n junction, which shifts the total depletion region towards n-side. More importantly, a local upward energy band bending is caused due to the existence of the negative piezo-charges (upper panel, figure 3(c)). By contrast, under tensile strain condition, the total depletion region shifts towards p-side and the local energy band bends downward arise from the induced positive piezo-charges located at the vicinity of the junction region (upper panel, figure 3(d)). Owing to the modulations of depletion region and corresponding energy band profile of p–n junction by
piezo-potential and piezo-charges, the electric processes in corresponding electronic devices are therefore effectively modulated.

3.2. The piezo-phototronic effect on M–S and p–n junctions

External strain-induced piezo-polarization and interfacial piezo-charges can effectively modulate the generation, separation, transport and recombination of free charge carriers in optoelectronic devices based on piezoelectric semiconductors. The piezo-phototronic effect is known as a three-way coupling among piezoelectricity, semiconductor properties and photoexcitation. The piezo-phototronic effect in Schottky contacted photodetector, typically involving the generation, separation and transport of photogenerated carriers, is firstly discussed. Incident-photons produce nonequilibrium electron–hole pairs in the piezoelectric semiconductor. Under strain-free condition, the electron–hole pairs are separated by the internal electric field at the local M–S junction and then collected by the metal electrodes, giving rise to a photocurrent. The separation and transport behaviors of electrons and holes are critically dependent on the barrier characteristics, such as the SBH [44]. If positive piezo-charges induced by the external strain are created at the vicinity of the reversely biased Schottky junction, the SBH decreases and corresponding re-aligned energy band profile can effectively separate and/or redistribute of holes and electrons. Simultaneously, the potential barrier for the positively biased Schottky contact is increased. Consequently, the separation and collection of photon-induced non-equilibrium carriers within the device is suppressed. If negative piezo-charges are induced at the reversely biased Schottky

Figure 3. Schematic of the energy band diagram illustrating the piezo effect on the M–S interface and piezo-phototronic effect on p–n junction interface. (a) Negative polarization charges are induced at the interface, increasing the barrier height. (b) Positive polarization charges are induced at the interface, decreasing the barrier height. (c) Negative polarization charges are induced at the interface, creating a bump in the band diagram. (d) Positive polarization charges are induced at the interface, creating a dip in the band diagram. For the color gradient, red represents positive potential and blue represents negative potential. (a)–(d) [23] John Wiley & Sons. © 2015 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim].
junction, the SBH increases and corresponding energy band profile promotes the separation, transport and collection of the photo-generated electrons and holes. However, when the density of induced negative piezo-charges at the reversely biased Schottky junction is large enough, strong upward bending of the valence band edge can create a new energy barrier for hole transport. Therefore, holes are trapped at the local interface, which hinders the separation of photo-excited electron–hole pairs. The related re-alignment of the conduction band can increase the dark current due to the enhanced tunneling events, and thus deteriorates the photoresponse performances of the photodetectors.

The photoresponse in a p–n junction is attributed to the separation and collection of the photo-induced electron–hole pairs through band-to-band optical transitions. The photoinduced charge carriers are separated and transported from the depletion region by the internal built-in electrical field towards the n- and p-type bulk regions, respectively, leading to the photocurrent. When the positive piezo-charges are created within the n-type region, the expansion and shift of the space charge region towards the p-type region can increase the effective series resistance for charge injection to the contact and hence decrease the device current. Furthermore, the formation of a charge channel in the conduction band and the corresponding downward bending of the valence band edge on the n-type region lead to less-effective separation of the electron–hole pairs. On the contrary, if the negative piezo-charges are created and presented at the junction in the n-type region, the expansion and shift of the depletion region towards the n-type side decrease the effective series resistance for charge injection to the contact and hence increase the device current. Moreover, the corresponding upward band bending can suppress electron–hole recombination and allow effective separation of the photo-generated carriers.

4. Axial orientation dependence of piezotronics and piezophototronics

4.1. c-axis piezotronics and piezophototronics: interfacial effect

Wurtzite semiconductor nano/microwires with polar c-axis orientation are ideal candidates for piezotronic and piezophototronic applications, owing to their excellent stress/deformation tolerance and large polarity along or perpendicular to c-axis. The piezo-potential is created along the polar c-axis and the piezo-charges are induced and located at the vicinity of the semiconductor nano/microwires end faces. To achieve a uniform Fermi level under equilibrium, M–S Schottky junction or homo-/heterojunction is formed when the semiconductor nano/microwires contact with metal or other semiconductor materials. The space depletion region is created at the interface when the two components of a junction contact with each other due to the diffusion of majority and drift of minority. The resistance of the junction region is extremely high due to the carrier depletion while the resistances of n-type and p-type region beyond junction region are very low owing to the existence of large amount of majority, leading to that the external applied voltage falls mainly in the junction/depletion region [39]. Therefore, the physical characteristics of the depletion region, such as the depletion width and barrier height, are crucially important to the electric and photoelectric processes in electronic and optoelectronic applications. If the M–S Schottky junction or homo-/heterojunction are formed at one end of a c-axis nano/microwire, the piezo-charges created and presented at local interface of this end under external deformation can significantly influence the depletion width and barrier height and hence effectively control/tune the electric and photoelectric behaviors of the charge carriers. Therefore, the piezotronic/piezophototronic effects in c-axis nanostructures are interfacial effects, which utilize the piezoelectric polarizations created at the local M–S contact or homo-/heterojunction located at the local interface/end of the nanostructures to control the carriers transport across the interface and corresponding optoelectronic processes of the photo-induced charge carriers [23, 45].

4.2. a-axis piezotronics and piezophototronics: volumetric and interfacial effect

Wang et al have proposed a single NW piezoelectric field-effect transistor (PE-FET) based on a-axis nano/microwire model [29]. By fabricating an M–S–M Schottky contact device using a single NW on a flexible substrate, a bending force can be effectively applied upon the NW. The piezoelectricity-induced electric field across the bent NW can acts as a ‘gate’ to control the electric current transport behavior within the NW (figure 4(a)). Once an n-type NW is subject to an externally static stress, a piezo-potential is created across the width of the NW, leading to trapping of the free electrons at the surface of the positive piezo-charge side. This can effectively reduce the carrier concentration within the NW. On the other side, the negative piezo-charges induced by external strain can repulse away the free electrons, and thus a charge depletion zone can be formed near the negative piezopotential side. Consequently, the effective conducting-channel width of the single NW is reduced caused by the formation of the depletion region. Therefore, the piezo-potential across the width of the NW induced upon external straining can serve as an electric field to tune/control the electric transport properties of the NW devices, which is equivalent to a gate voltage applied on the gate dielectric in the traditional voltage-triggered NW FET. A piezoelectric (PE)-gated diode has also been demonstrated simultaneously. The PE-diode is different from the PE-FET discussed above because only one side of the bent NW is in contact with the probe. The stationary end of the NW is fixed at one probe, while the other probe bends the NW from the tensile side (figure 4(b)).

According to the a-axis nano/microwire model discussed above, apparently different from the piezotronics and piezophototronics in c-axis based piezoelectric semiconductor materials, the a-axis piezotronics and piezophototronics are mainly the volumetric and interfacial effects. The underlying physical mechanism of the piezotronic effect of a-axis piezoelectric semiconductor (a-axis GaN nanobelt) under
different tensile/compressive strains is schematically illustrated in figures 4(c)–(e) [46]. The finite element method (FEM) is utilized to calculate the piezoelectric potential (piezo-potential) distribution and the corresponding charge carriers’ motion are depicted, as shown in the top and bottom panels, respectively. Under strain free condition, no piezo-potential is produced inside the GaN nanobelt, and therefore the majority carriers electrons are distributed uniformly in the whole GaN nanobelt as an n-type semiconductor material (figure 4(c)). At the initial stage of applying a compressive strain of −0.5% along the a-axis direction, an instantaneous piezo-potential distribution is produced, with positive and negative piezoelectric polarization charges (piezo-charges) located at top and bottom surface of the nanobelt, respectively (figure 4(d), top panel). As a result, the electrons are attracted by the positive piezo-charges and repelled by the negative piezo-charges, forming a motion of moving upward of the electrons (figure 4(d), bottom panel). When the equilibrium is achieved, as illustrated in the bottom panel of figure 4(e), electrons are accumulated at the top region of the nanobelt and screen the positive piezo-charges, whereas a depletion region is formed at the bottom of the nanobelt [47], which agrees well with the calculated piezo-potential distribution presented in the top panel of figure 4(e). For the tensile strain condition, similar charge carrier and piezo-potential distributions are expected, with electrons accumulating and screening the positive piezo-charges at the bottom region, and the depletion region being formed at the top region, correspondingly. Consequently, the charge carriers’ transportation properties can be effectively modulated by externally applied tensile/compressive strains via forming a depletion region to shrink the conduction channel width and hence increase the resistance of the nanobelt. This is the volumetric effects of piezotronics in a-axis piezoelectric semiconductor materials. In addition, when two metal electrodes are deposited at both ends of the nanobelt with two Schottky contacts formed as the drain and source terminals, the SBHs of both Schottky junctions will be increased as the negative piezo-charges are presented due to the screening of positive piezo-charges by the majority electrons inside the nanobelt. The increase of SBHs at the two metal/GaN nanobelt contacts will then result in the hindering of the electrons’ transport across the locate metal–semiconductor interfaces, which is equivalent to the resistance increase of the metal–semiconductor–metal device. This is the interface effects of piezotronics in a-axis piezoelectric semiconductor materials. Therefore, the a-axis piezotronics are mainly based on both the volumetric and interfacial effects.

Figure 4. Physical mechanisms of the piezotronics based on a-axis nano/microwires. (a) The principle of the piezoelectric field-effect transistor (PE-FET). (b) The principle of the piezoelectric gated diode [29] John Wiley & Sons. © 2007 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim. (c)–(e) Schematic illustration of the working mechanism of GaN nanobelt SGTs (c) under strain free condition; (d) as applying −0.5% compressive strains at the initial stage; (e) under −0.5% compressive strains at equilibrium. Top panels: FEA simulations of piezoelectric potential distributions; bottom panels: schematic illustration of carriers’ motions. (c)–(e) Reprinted with permission from [46]. Copyright (2015) American Chemical Society.
Figure 5. At room temperature, the energy band diagram under (a1) strain free condition, (b1) and (c1) compressive strains along the c-axis (b1) in the dark, and (c1) under UV illumination. [48] John Wiley & Sons. © 2015 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim.

Figure 5 is a room temperature energy band diagram along c-axis direction of the a-axis nanobelt under strain free and compressive strain (along c-axis, i.e. tensile strain along a-axis) conditions for illustrating the piezophototronics in a-axis piezoelectric semiconductor materials [48]. Normally, both the photo-generation and recombination of electron–hole pairs occur when the nanobelt is illuminated with UV laser (figure 5(a)). After the compressive strain along c-axis is applied, the produced positive and negative piezo-potentials will tilt the energy band (figure 5(b)). Upon UV illumination, the photo-generated holes are readily attracted and trapped by the unscreened negative piezo-potential, leaving the photo-generated electrons alone (figure 5(c)). These unpaired photo-generated electrons are then drifted along the a-axis direction under bias voltage and collected by the electrodes, contributing to the photocurrent. With the increase of externally applied compressive strain along c-axis, the negative piezo-potential increases and thus is able to attract more photo-generated holes, leaving more unpaired photo-generated electrons for the contribution of photocurrent. Similar modulations of the separation and collection of the photo-generated electron–hole pairs are expected when tensile strains are applied along c-axis direction. Therefore, these results indicate that the piezophototronics in a-axis piezoelectric semiconductor materials is mainly a volumetric effect, different from that observed in c-axis piezoelectric semiconductor materials.

4.3. Temperature dependence of the piezotronic and piezophototronic effect in a-axis GaN microwire

The piezo-potential distribution of the a-axis GaN nanobelt under 0.28% tensile strain and at 77 K are simulated through the FEM [48] and the overall and cross-sectional views are presented in figure 6(a). As analyzed before, the positive piezo-potential will attract the electrons and be screened by the accumulated electrons, producing a depletion region at the negative piezo-potential side. When the temperature decreases from room temperature (300 K) to low temperature (77 K), it is expected that the mobile free electrons are decreased due to the freeze-out effect [49], in turn reducing the screening of positive piezo-potential. As a result, more electrons are attracted by the increased effective positive piezo-potential, leading to the increase of the depletion region width. The depletion region width and corresponding relative change of the width under 0.28% tensile strain at different temperatures from 300 to 77 K are then calculated and summarized in figure 6(b), obviously indicating the increase of the depletion region width and the strengthen of the piezotronics in a-axis piezoelectric semiconductor materials as decreasing the temperature.

For the piezophototronics at low temperature, it is schematically illustrated in figures 6(c)–(e), with low temperature energy band diagram along c-axis direction of the a-axis nanobelt under strain free and compressive strain (along c-axis, i.e. tensile strain along a-axis) conditions. Due to the freeze-out effect, part of the free electrons are trapped in the shallow impurity centers with activation energy of about 20–30 meV [50, 51], which can be easily activated by the incident UV photons. Consequently, the photocurrent at low temperature consists of both the band gap excitation and the activation of trapped electrons, while only band gap excitation contributes to the photocurrent at room temperature (figure 6(c)). When compressive strain along c-axis direction is applied (figure 6(d)), more effective positive and negative piezo-potentials are produced due to the reduced screening effects of decreased free electrons, leading to a more drastic tilting of the energy band diagram. Upon UV illumination (figure 6(e)), on one hand, the photo-generated electrons could be attracted and trapped by the increased effective positive piezo-potential, which would decrease the photocurrent; on the other hand, the tilted energy band diagram makes the impurity centers closer to the conduction band, which would facilitate the activation of trapped electrons and thus increase the photocurrent. These two processes compete with each other, and as a result, at low temperature the photocurrent is expected to represent a local extreme as increasing the compressive strain along c-axis direction, while at
room temperature the photocurrent increases monotonously with the compressive strain along $c$-axis direction.

5. Applications

5.1. Piezotronic gated $a$-axis GaN transistor

By applying silver paste at both ends of the $a$-axis GaN nanobelt to form two Schottky contacts, a piezotronic gated $a$-axis GaN transistor is demonstrated \[46\]. The morphology of the as-synthesized GaN nanobelt characterized by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) clearly shows a trapezoidal cross section as the inset with height of 1 $\mu$m, width of 2 $\mu$m and length of 100–200 $\mu$m, as presented in figure 7(a). High resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM) (figures 7(b1) and (b3)) and corresponding selected area electron diffraction (SAED) patterns (figures 7(b2) and (b4)) are utilized to confirm that the $a$-axis is along the length direction of the GaN nanobelt. Then, by sweeping the bias from $-3$ to $+3$ V and applying different tensile/compressive strains, the piezotronic effect on the current–voltage ($I$–$V$) characteristics of the $a$-axis GaN nanobelt is studied systematically. Clearly from the results as shown in figures 7(c) and (d), the output current decreases as increasing the tensile or the compressive strains. The as-derived pseudo-transconductance $g_m$ shown in the insets indicates the effective gating behavior of the $a$-axis GaN transistor by the externally applied strains. The current and corresponding resistance changes at bias of $+3$ V are then calculated and plotted in figure 7(e), indicating the symmetric changes of current/resistance, which is totally distinguishable from the asymmetric changes of current/resistance observed in $c$-axis piezotronic gated transistors.

5.2. Piezo-phototronic enhanced photoresponse of $a$-axis GaN UV photosensor

The back-to-back double Schottky junctions based $a$-axis GaN nanobelt transistor’s UV sensing performance to 325 nm
UV laser under different temperatures are also investigated [48]. The SEM, HRTEM, and SAED techniques are utilized to further confirm the a-axis of the as-synthesized GaN nanobelt, as shown in figure 8(a). Figure 8(b) sketches the low temperature experimental set-up, indicating that one end of the as-fabricated device is fixed at the edge of the sample mount while the other end is manipulated by a probe for introduction of the strains. The whole system is set in a vacuum chamber and can be cooled down to 77 K by using liquid nitrogen. The UV laser can be guided and illuminated on the device through the quartz window at the top of the whole system. The photocurrent of the device under different strains and temperatures are measured, calculated and summarized in figure 8(c). At room temperature, the photocurrent increases monotonously and significantly as increasing the tensile strain along a-axis direction. However, the photocurrent first decreases and then increases with the tensile strain along a-axis direction at low temperature, which is caused by the two competing processes occurred due to the low temperature piezophototronic effect. Figure 8(d) is the derived gauge factor for evaluating the strain’s modulation of the UV sensing performance at different temperatures. Clearly, the piezophototronic effect induced photocurrent enhancement of a-axis GaN nanobelt reaches maximum at room temperature and it decreases gradually as the temperature decreases, due to the two competing processes only presented at low temperatures.

5.3. Piezotronic modulated heterojunction electron gas (HEG) in AlGaN/GaN heterostructured microwire

1D semiconductor NWs have been extensively studied for various functional applications such as light emitting diode [52, 53], laser [54, 55], field-effect transistor [56, 57] and nanogenerator [26, 58, 59] due to their large surface-to-volume ratio and superior electric transport properties to outperform their planar counterparts. However, the carrier mobility degradation, resulted from scatterings of lattice vibration and/or charged dopant centers, has long been an inevitable obstacle for performances improvement of devices incorporating doped NWs for practical applications. To address these issues, heterostructure electron or hole gas formed and observed at the interface of semiconductor heterostructure, such as Ge/Si [60, 61], AlGaAs/GaAs [62] and AlGaN/GaN [63] have attracted considerable interests for applications in novel functional electronics. A potential well is formed at local heterojunctions by the band structure engineering induced by the spontaneous polarization and intrinsic piezoelectric polarization caused by lattice mismatch. This potential well can serve as a carrier transport channel that
is spatially separated from the ion doping region, and thus the impurity scattering of the charge carriers is significantly reduced/eliminated with substantially enhanced mobility. Among the semiconductor heterostructures mentioned above, AlGaN/GaN is one of the most ideal and suitable III-nitride material systems for creating superior-mobility HEG due to the strong intrinsic polarizations within GaN and AlGaN [64], and has been widely explored for high electron mobility transistor (HEMTs) and other high-performances quantum electronics [65]. According to the previous studies, tuning the growth parameters (Al mole compositions and/or thickness) is the most effective approach to control the physical properties of the induce HEG and thus engineering and optimizing devices performances [66–70]. Nevertheless, this method will increase the fabrication complexity and add additional expenses of the devices, which hinder the further improvement of their practical applications. Therefore, it is of great significance to develop novel, easier and more effective approaches to modulate the HEG in HEMTs.

The AlGaN/AIN/GaN heterostructured microwire (MW) for generation of the HEG is synthesized by metal organic chemical vapor deposition on patterned silicon substrate [71], as illustrated in figure 9(a). After the growth of a-axis GaN microwire, AlN and AlGaN are then deposited on the GaN microwire sequentially to form the AlGaN/AlN/GaN heterostructure. Figure 9(b) is the cross-section high-angle annular dark-field scanning transmission electron microscopy (HAADF–STEM) image of AlGaN/AIN/GaN heterostructure microwire, indicating a trapezoidal cross section with top width of ~100 nm, bottom width of ~1.5 μm and height of ~1.5 μm. The SAED pattern and lattice-resolved HAADF–STEM image (figure 9(c)) confirm that the microwire’s length is along the non-polar a-axis direction, with its polar c-axis direction pointing to its top surface. Based on the image shown in figure 9(c), the atomic structure model and
conduction band profile of the AlGaN/AlN/GaN heterostructure are obtained in figures 9(d) and (e). Two different types of naturally existed polarizations are presented in the AlGaN/AlN/GaN heterostructure, including the spontaneous polarization in AlGaN and GaN, and the lattice-mismatch-induced piezoelectric polarizations in AlGaN [72–74]. As a result, net positive fixed charges are accumulated at AlGaN/AlN/GaN interface. Moreover, a triangle-shaped quantum potential well is formed in GaN near the AlN/GaN interface, since the conduction band of GaN lies below that of AlGaN. In this manner, electrons are attracted, accumulated, and confined in this potential well and therefore the HEG is formed.

By transferring a single AlGaN/AlN/GaN microwire to the flexible polyester substrate and then depositing two ITO electrodes to form the Ohmic contacts at both ends of the microwire, a device for characterizing the strain effect on the HEG is prepared. One end of the device is fixed and the other end can be manipulated by a 3D stage to apply tensile/compressive strains, as shown in figure 10(a). The $I-V$ characteristics of the device under different tensile/compressive strains are plotted in figure 10(b), clearly showing that the current increases with the compressive strain and decreases with the tensile strain. Then the conductance $G$ and its relative change under different tensile/compressive strains are calculated and summarized in figure 10(c), indicating effective modulation of the conductance as well as the concentration of HEG of AlGaN/AlN/GaN heterostructure by externally applied strains. By calculating the fixed polarization charges distributed at the bottom surface of AlGaN and the absolute value of the fixed polarization charges distributed at the top surface of GaN as a function of the externally applied strains (figure 10(d)), the effective net fixed polarization charges $\sigma^{\text{int}}$ of the AlGaN/AlN/GaN heterostructure can be derived at different strains, as shown in figure 10(e). It is noteworthy that the $\sigma^{\text{int}}$ is positive under all the strain conditions and increases/decreases with the compressive/tensile strains, which agrees well with the experimental results and shows the modulation behavior by externally applied strains.

To study the underlying physical mechanism of the piezotronic effect on the modulation of HEG in AlGaN/AlN/
GaN heterostructure, self-consistent numerical calculations are conducted to calculate the energy band diagrams along the c-axis of AlGaN/AlN/GaN heterostructure under different compressive and tensile strain conditions. The calculated conduction band of the AlGaN/AlN/GaN heterostructure and corresponding sheet density of HEG under strain free condition are shown in figure 11(a), suggesting that a deep potential well is induced in GaN side close to local AlN/GaN interface and the HEG with high sheet density is formed and distributed within this potential well. For the tensile strain condition, it is totally different. Upon tensile strain along the a-axis direction is applied, negative and positive piezo-charges are generated at the +c and −c planes, respectively, decreasing the conduction band at the AlGaN/AlN interface whereas increasing the conduction band at the AlN/GaN interface, as shown in figures 11(b)–(d). As a result, the concentration of the HEG is decreased, since the potential well becomes ‘shallower’ and the corresponding electron confinement is reduced. Furthermore, the σ\text{int} also decreases with tensile strain, releasing a certain amount of the attracted and confined electrons.

When the compressive strain along the a-axis direction is applied (figure 12), positive and negative piezo-charges are produced at the +c and −c planes, respectively, increasing the conduction band at the AlGaN/AlN interface whereas decreasing the conduction band at the AlN/GaN interface, as shown in figures 12(a)–(c). The concentration of the HEG is therefore increased due to the potential well becoming ‘deeper’ and being able to attract and confine more electrons (figure 12(d)). Besides, the σ\text{int} also increases with compressive strain, which also contribute to the attraction and accumulation of electrons into the potential well, as well as the concentration of HEG. The calculated peak concentration of the HEG of AlGaN/AlN/GaN heterostructure under different compressive and tensile strains are derived and plotted in figure 12(e), agreeing very well with the experimental results and presenting obvious effective modulation of the HEG via the piezotronic effect.

Figure 10. Piezotronic-effect-induced modulation of the heterostructure microwire. (a) Experimental set-ups (lower) and the schematics (upper) of the microwire devices. (b) I–V characteristics of the as-fabricated microwire devices under strain free and a series of compressive and tensile strain conditions. (c) The conductance (G) and the corresponding relative changes (ΔG/G) of the microwire devices as a function of strains. (d) The fixed polarization charges distributed at the bottom surface of AlGaN layer (σ\text{b}\text{AlGaN}) and the absolute value of fixed polarization charges distributed at the top surface of GaN (|σ\text{t}\text{GaN}|) as a function of applied external strains. (e) The effective net fixed polarization charges (σ\text{int}) at AlGaN/AlN/GaN heterojunctions as a function of externally applied strains. [71] John Wiley & Sons. © 2016 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim.
Different from other reported strategies such as modifying the alloy components or controlling the layer thickness to adjust the HEG characteristics, the strain-induced piezo-charges are utilized to modify the energy band profile at local heterojunctions as an effective way for physical properties control of HEG. This study provides in-depth understanding about the piezotronic-effect modulation of low-dimensional electron gas in heterostructured nanomaterials, and opens possible opportunity for potential applications in HEMTs and MEMS/NEMS.

6. Summary and perspectives

Piezotronics and piezo-phototronics are emerging fields involving the modulation and manipulation of the distribution and dynamics of the free charge carriers at local contact/junction by external applied strain for functional applications. The corresponding physical mechanisms of the piezotronic and piezo-phototronic effect rely on the coupling between strain-induced polarization and semiconductor properties in piezoelectric semiconductor materials. The presence of localized piezoelectric polarization charges can significantly modulate/control the charge carrier generation, separation, transport and/or recombination at an interface/junction in electric and optoelectronic processes.

Owing to the growth of 1D semiconductor nanostructure being preferentially along the polar \( \langle 0001 \rangle \) direction, most of the previously reported piezotronic and piezo-phototronic devices are based on \( c \)-axis nano/microwires. The corresponding piezo-charges are presented at the vicinity of the local interface at both ends of the polar-axis nano/microwires, which are utilized to modulate the potential barrier characteristics and energy band profile at the junction region, such as M–S junction and homo-/hetero-junction. However, the optical absorptions of these devices are relative weak due to the small effective junction area, which may hinder the performance improvement and practical applications of piezotronic/piezo-phototronic devices. In a non-polar \( a \)-axis nano/microwires, the external-strain-induced piezo-charges are distributed along the whole polar surfaces, with the

---

**Figure 11.** Theoretical calculation results under tensile strains. (a) The calculated conduction band of the AlGaN/GaN/GaN heterostructure and corresponding sheet density of HEG under strain free condition. (b) The conduction band energy profiles under strain free and tensile strains along \( a \)-axis of the heterostructure microwire. (c) The enlarged \( E_c \) of AlGaN/AlN heterojunction as labeled by red rectangular box in (b). (d) The enlarged \( E_c \) of AlN/GaN heterojunction as labeled by blue rectangular box in (b). [71] John Wiley & Sons. © 2016 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim.
direction across the width of the nano/microwire. The charge carriers transport processes of piezoelectric semiconductors are modulated by the piezotronic/piezo-phototronic effects within the entire body of the nanostructure. Fundamental research of piezotronics and piezo-phototronics based on a-axis nano/microwires as well as typical applications in this review introduce new concepts and understanding about the piezotronic and piezo-phototronic effects, which improve the fundamental theoretical framework of the piezotronics and piezophototronic. These demonstrations also provide guidance for the developments of novel high-performances piezotronic/piezo-phototronic devices by designing core–shell and radial heterostructure nanowire, such as intelligent human–electronics interfacing, high-speed electronics and high-efficiency light sources.
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